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Oriental Scenes

1832

emma stays at her grandma s every school holiday staying in an old fashioned house
emma finds herself escaping to the bottom of the garden

Tales of Emma and the Magical Frog

2022-09-28

from a classic work of late 19th century literature for children that has enchanted
italians for over a century but has remained until now unknown to english readers set
in an enchanted forest an hour s drive east of florence where mysticism runs riot and
religion fuels the imagination the tales transport modern readers to a time and place
where scoundrels and saints supernatural events and magical objects appear in the
tuscan countryside back cover

Tales for the Young

1848

very good indeed nine stories from the secret vault of emma finn that have never
before seen the light nine tales of sadness and tales of love tales of murder mystery
and fear journey from the winter riding school in vienna to the misty lanes of
england push on to the lonely roads of america and then circle back to a dark and
deadly ireland explore the glorious parisian opera and then question the ultimate
truth step from the present to the past and then back again and listen for the sound
of falling tears read nine new stories from emma finn that will make you smile and
make you cry and sometimes make you think i loved it

Tuscan Tales

2020

once again safe at home emma clings to the comfort of family and tries to put the
fright of the banderwigh behind her but deeds even good ones often have consequences
with a new reality of spirits and magic open to her emma feels a strong connection to
widowswood she means to make good on her promise to the spider queen bringing a
monthly supply of silk in trade so humans cease their trespass upon the forest a
guild of thieves infiltrates the quiet town lured by the incredible value of
enchanted spidersilk flowing so freely from the forest at first they don t realize
the source is a ten year old girl but once they learn they ll do anything to control
her stuck between protecting her family and protecting her forest emma draws courage
from her grandmother s stories and makes a choice that could cost her life

Tales of the Heart

2015-06-29

in this story based on real events we follow a turkish orphan girl as god leads her
through emotional trauma and natural disaster to become the first adopted child in
the us

Afternoons with mrs. Maitland, by the author of 'Emma's
cross'.

1860

what do beyoncé and blue ivy or emmeline and christabel pankhurst have in common what
about julie andrews and emma walton hamilton or karen e laine and mina starsiak hawk
they re all incredible mother daughter duos who have used their creativity cleverness



and unique talents to do something remarkable and they are all featured in rebel
girls powerful pairs 25 tales of mothers and daughters celebrate the strength of
family bonds through the inspiring fairytale like stories of authors activists skiers
dancers pilots hikers humanitarians entrepreneurs and more readers will join beyoncé
and blue ivy as they produce a grammy winning song they ll travel to the front lines
of world war i to help wounded soldiers alongside marie curie and irène joliot curie
and they ll climb aboard a tiny plane for a 1 200 mile long journey with laurie and
arianna strand to save a pelican in need rebel girls powerful pairs showcases many of
the wonderful ways mothers and daughters work together to make the world a better
healthier and more vibrant place this collection of 25 stories follows in the
footsteps of the best selling series good night stories for rebel girls it is
illustrated by female and nonbinary artists from around the world unlock bonus audio
stories of some of the extraordinary women and girls featured in this book on the
rebel girls app whenever you come across a bookmark icon on the page scan the qr code
and you ll be whisked away on an audio adventure you ll also discover 100 creative
activities and stories of even more trailblazing women on the app

Emma and the Silk Thieves

2018-08-31

my name is emma smith i was born before it all happened my mother was a beautiful
actress and my father was a combat veteran my mother met him after the war but she
still says the war changed him he was a survivalist who was always teaching my
brother and i about the end of the world from the age of three he taught my brother
and i how to shoot he would always take us to the same place in the woods and teach
us how to survive we learned everything from building shelters to purifying water
hunting and how to set snares for food that was all before the day that everything
changed

Emma's Story

2008-07-30

nineteenth century collections online european literature 1790 1840 the corvey
collection includes the full text of more than 9 500 english french and german titles
the collection is sourced from the remarkable library of victor amadeus whose castle
corvey collection was one of the most spectacular discoveries of the late 1970s the
corvey collection comprises one of the most important collections of romantic era
writing in existence anywhere including fiction short prose dramatic works poetry and
more with a focus on especially difficult to find works by lesser known historically
neglected writers the corvey library was built during the last half of the 19th
century by victor and his wife elise both bibliophiles with varied interests the
collection thus contains everything from novels and short stories to belles lettres
and more populist works and includes many exceedingly rare works not available in any
other collection from the period these invaluable sometimes previously unknown works
are of particular interest to scholars and researchers european literature 1790 1840
the corvey collection includes novels and gothic novels short stories belles lettres
short prose forms dramatic works poetry anthologies and more selected with the
guidance of an international team of expert advisors these primary sources are
invaluable for a wide range of academic disciplines and areas of study providing
never before possible research opportunities for one of the most studied historical
periods additional metadata primary id b0101400 psm id nccof0063 c00000 b0101400 dvi
collection id nccoc0062 bibliographic id ncco002039 reel 185 mcode 4uvc original
publisher edward bull original publication year 1832 original imprint manufacturer
printed by samuel bentley subjects novels in verse 19th century

Rebel Girls Powerful Pairs: 25 Tales of Mothers and
Daughters

2022-02-08

a collection of thirteen interconnected stories that give old fairy tales a new twist



Zombie Survival: Emma's Story

2018-12-13

official organ of the book trade of the united kingdom

Oriental Scenes

2017-07-19

we call you emma danger for two reasons 1 because we want people to know that you are
not someone to be seen as a victim and 2 because people view something as dangerous
because they don t understand how it works we want you to look at a situation and
rather than let your fears determine your actions figure out how the thing that is
fearful works once you understand the situation you will know how to mitigate the
risks then it will become less dangerous and less fearful it s okay to be afraid but
it s not okay to let fear control you fear isn t something that you should be afraid
of fear just helps you identify your next achievement

Kissing the Witch

1997

emma is a young bee on her first day going out to collect pollen every young bee is
intrusted with this important duty and emma has to find within herself the strength
and inner wisdom that is every bee s birthright this book comes with a unique
exercise designed to help parents support their child in developing self trust and
personal strength

The Professor ; Tales from Angria ; Emma

1966

would you choose a different life if you had the chance two people one chance to turn
back the clock absolutely magical so romantic and heartfelt josie silver a beautiful
moving and heart wrenching book emily stone romantic heart breaking and a real page
turner olivia beirne the unforgettable new novel from the author of the songs of us
if you love cecilia ahern and holly miller you ll adore this heartwarming novel on
the last night in october 1999 the clocks went back and ella and will s love began a
teenage ella sat around a bonfire drinking with her future husband and her oldest
friend cole as ella wandered away from the group she found herself leaning against a
derelict archway before passing out the next day ella remembered fractured images of
a conversation with a woman in a green coat and red scarf but dismissed it as a
drunken dream twenty three years later with her marriage to will in trouble and cole
spiralling out of control ella opens a gift which turns her life upside down a green
coat and red scarf when she looks in the mirror the woman from the archway is
reflected back at her as the last sunday in october arrives ella is faced with a
choice would she choose a different life if she could do it again readers love emma
cooper powerful and immersive heart wrenching and hopeful buy this book you will not
be disappointed for a second i laughed and cried throughout this book i was hooked
from the beginning a wonderful life affirming novel i absolutely adored it from start
to finish a wonderful read that will stay with me for a long time i really can t
recommend this book enough so powerful and poignant a beautifully written book this
book is funny heart warming and life affirming basically all the feels

The Bookseller

1883

in the further tale of peter rabbit a new tale written by emma thompson peter s
adventures take him beyond the boundaries of mr mcgregor s garden all the way to
scotland here he meets the gentle giant finlay mcburney a distant scottish relative
and much entertainment ensues emma thompson oscar winning actress and screen writer



is a long time admirer of beatrix potter s tales she has a talent for creating
engaging narratives with a dry humour similar to potter s own and is the perfect
choice of author for this new peter rabbit tale to be published 110 years after the
original emma was inspired to set the tale in scotland by her knowledge of beatrix s
childhood holidays there

The Adventures of Emma Danger

2021-09-23

emma the rabbit wants to see the sun rise so she invites her friend sophie to sleep
over so they can keep each other awake to see the dawn

The Professor

1954

beautifully observed tender and genuinely funny josie silver funny original
storytelling an emotional rollercoaster packed with twists and turns that tugged at
all my heartstrings holly miller a profoundly affecting beautifully written story
packed with heart and hope miranda dickinson lost six foot two irish man who answers
to the name samuel mclaughlin has weak shins and enjoys show tunes if found please
return to sophie williams sophie williams has the perfect career and it s all she
needs to shut herself off from the rest of the world and more importantly the secrets
of her past samuel mclaughlin is an open book he lives for the present and life for
him is his big irish family and his friends against all expectation samuel breaks
down the walls of sophie s ordered world and they spend the perfect week together but
when sophie discovers the terrible truth she is forced to leave but as samuel begins
searching for sophie a life changing event alters how he sees life forever and with
each passing week sophie seems further and further from his reach from the author of
the songs of us shortlisted for the rna contemporary novel award comes a love story
that will break your heart but put it back together again katie fforde fans of jojo
moyes and lucy dillon will love the first time i saw you by emma cooper an evocative
warm and character driven read that is truly memorable woman home a heartwarming
charming novel which had me falling in love and desperate to be part of their happy
ending olivia beirne a gorgeous heart breaking rollercoaster of a love story that
made me laugh and cry in equal measures fiona harper cooper creates characters that
come alive with pathos and heart and humour magic radio

Emma the Bumble Bee

2012-11-01

a little girl meets a hungry wolf in the forest while on her way to visit her
grandmother

It Was Always You

2022-06-01

this work of literary and film criticism examines all eight filmed adaptations of
jane austen s emma produced between 1948 and 1996 as vastly different interpretations
of the source novel instead of condemning the movies and television specials as being
not as good as the book marc dipaolo considers how each adaptation might be
understood as a valid reading of austen s text for example he demonstrates how the
gwyneth paltrow film emma is both a romance and a female coming of age story the 1972
bbc miniseries dramatizes emma s world as claustrophobic and emma herself as
suffering from depression and the modern day teen comedy clueless comes closest of
all to bringing a feminist reading of the novel to the screen each version
illuminates a different legitimate way of reading the novel that is rewarding for
austen fans scholars and students alike



The Further Tale of Peter Rabbit

2016-06-28

eight year old emma is playing with her friends when four creepy bats issue a decree
from the big orange monster that takes away all the fun as conversation about the
monster takes up the school blackboards and dinner talks emma becomes sad and
distressed about the future of her town ernie the eagle the protector of the people
sees how unhappy emma is and reminds her that when people come together they can
overcome any obstacle when emma chooses to hide in bed anyway ernie goes to face the
big orange monster and he ends up being held hostage emma realizes that hiding from
problems won t solve anything so she encourages everyone to work together and rescue
ernie and their town from the monster maybe all of the people speaking with one voice
can stop the monster s evil plans in this children s book when a big orange monster
takes over the land of the brave and eliminates fun eight year old emma learns the
best way to confront this bully

Emma's Sleepover Party

1991

hobos space aliens a day in the life of a rescue mission chillers thrillers all in a
collection of short stories by south carolina s author of the american hobbit spiced
with a delicious flavor that even your mother will approve of tales from the american
hobbit takes you on a fantasy ride through the lives of the downtrodden in the united
states and its surrounding galaxies this is a book about today yesterday and tomorrow
all wrapped up under one cover

Catalogue of the J. Morgan Slade Library and Other
Architectural Works in the Apprentices' Library

1892

bcala 2023 outstanding contribution to publishing citation award winner the turn of
the twentieth century was an extraordinarily difficult period for african americans a
time of unchecked lynchings mob attacks and rampant jim crow segregation during these
bleak years emma crawford a young african american woman living in pennsylvania
corresponded by postcard with friends and family members and collected the cards she
received from all over the country her album spanning from 1906 to 1910 and analyzed
in emma s postcard album becomes an entry point into a deeply textured understanding
of the nuances and complexities of african american lives and the survival strategies
that enabled people to make a way from no way as snippets of lived experience eye
catching visual images and reflections of historical moments the cards in the
collection become sources for understanding not only african american life but also
broader american history and culture in emma s postcard album faith mitchell
innovatively places the contents of this postcard collection into specific historic
and biographical contexts and provides a new interpretation of postcards as life
writings a much neglected aspect of scholarship through these techniques a riveting
world that is far too little known is revealed and new insights are gained into the
perspectives and experience of african americans capping off these contributions the
text is a visual feast illustrated with arresting images from the golden age of
postcards as well as newspaper clippings and other archival material

Bibliotheca Cornubiensis: P-Z

1878

a story about a girl coming into her teens my aim was not merely to entertain but
also to stimulate reflection just a little certainly children want to grow up but
they also need to be raised and for that reason i hope to have added an interest for
the thoughtful parental adult



The First Time I Saw You

2019-07-01

this book can create and improve the imagination of the children through reading

The Story of Emma

2002-02-01

from 1774 to 1776 emma describes in her journal her stay in boston where she
witnesses the british blockade and spies for the american militia features hand
printed text drawings and marginal notes

Little Red Riding Hood

2004-01-01

Emma Adapted

2007

Emma and the Big Orange Monster

2017-11-30

Tales from the American Hobbit

2001-10-30

Emma's Postcard Album

2022-12-21

Story of Emma: Part 2

2018

A Growing Up Story

2018-03-03

The Magic World

2023-06-18

Beric the Briton

1893



Emma's Journal

2001

Class List for English Prose Fiction, Including
Translations and Juvenile Books, with Notes for Readers,
Intended to Point Out for Parallel Reading the
Historical Sources of Works of Fiction

1877

A Descriptive List of Novels and Tales Dealing with Life
in France

1892

Demos, a story of English socialism

1886

Oriental Scenes, Dramatic Sketches and Tales, with Other
Poems

1830

The Great Secret and Other Stories for Youngest Readers

1869

Emma's Story

1999-01-01
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